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Abstract

Driver inattention is one of the main causes of traffic accidents. To avoid such accidents, advanced driver assistance
system that passively monitors the driver’s activities is needed. In this paper, we present a novel method to estimate a
head pose from a monocular camera. The proposed algorithm is based on multi-task learning deep neural network that
uses a small grayscale image. The network jointly detects multi-view faces and estimates head pose even under poor
environment conditions such as illumination change, vibration, large pose change, and occlusion. We also propose a
multi-task learning method that does not bias on a specific task with different datasets. Moreover, in order to fertilize
training dataset, we establish and release the RCVFace dataset that has accurate head poses. The proposed framework
outperforms state-of-the-art approaches quantitatively and qualitatively with an average head pose mean error of less
than 4◦ in real-time. The algorithm applies to driver monitoring system that is crucial for driver safety.
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1. Introduction

Driver inattention is a major cause of traffic accidents.
According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Ad-
ministration (NHTSA), many of the traffic accident fa-
talities and casualties in the United States during the
past two years have been caused by driver inattention.
In addition, about 3,400 of the 35,092 US traffic deaths
in 2015 were caused by driver distraction, which is 8.8%
more than the 3,197 deaths from the same cause in 2014.
This is because the probability of a traffic accident is
high due to a mistake of a driver rather than a defect in
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a car or a road. Therefore, if the driver inattention is
automatically detected, a traffic accident can be avoided
by giving a warning to the driver in advance. Driver
inattention occurs mainly when the driver’s distracted or
tired. If this happens, the driver adopts a different head
pose than usual, so driver inattention can be detected be-
fore an accident. Therefore, head pose estimation plays
an important role in active safety and advanced driver
assistance systems (ADAS) in intelligent vehicles.

From the viewpoint of computer vision, head pose
estimation is a process of inferring the position (x,y)
and direction (roll, pitch, and yaw) from input face im-
ages. The existing approaches can be roughly classified
into two types: generative methods and discriminative
methods. Generative methods use geometric clues or a
variable face model. These methods output continuous
head pose values rather than individual categories, and
they have the advantage of obtaining facial landmarks
for various applications. However, since these methods
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